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Microscopic ion fluxes in plasma-aided nanofabrication of ordered carbon
nanotip structures
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Three-dimensional topography of microscopic ion fluxes in the reactive hydrocarbon-based
plasma-aided nanofabrication of ordered arrays of vertically aligned single-crystalline carbon
nanotip microemitter structures is simulated by using a Monte Carlo technique. The individual ion
trajectories are computed by integrating the ion equations of motion in the electrostatic field created
by a biased nanostructured substrate. It is shown that the ion flux focusing onto carbon nanotips is
more efficient under the conditions of low potential drop Us across the near-substrate plasma sheath.
Under low-Us conditions, the ion current density onto the surface of individual nanotips is higher for
higher-aspect-ratio nanotips and can exceed the mean ion current density onto the entire nanopattern
in up to approximately five times. This effect becomes less pronounced with increasing the substrate
bias, with the mean relative enhancement of the ion current density �i not exceeding �1.7. The
value of �i is higher in denser plasmas and behaves differently with the electron temperature Te

depending on the substrate bias. When the substrate bias is low, �i decreases with Te, with the
opposite tendency under higher-Us conditions. The results are relevant to the plasma-enhanced
chemical-vapor deposition of ordered large-area nanopatterns of vertically aligned carbon nanotips,
nanofibers, and nanopyramidal microemitter structures for flat-panel display applications. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2040000�
I. INTRODUCTION

Surface-conduction electron-emitter display �SED� tech-
nology is one of the most recent advances in large flat-panel
display manufacturing, with the expected market forecast ex-
ceeding US$30 billion in 2007.1 A field-emission display
�FED� technology, one of the derivatives of the SED, is
based on ordered arrays of microemitters, each producing an
individual pixel. The combined multipixel emission from the
microemitter array is expected to generate exotic color pat-
terns with millions of individual colors and superior color
reproduction and darkness contrast. The FED technology is
one of the most promising advances on the way to manufac-
ture ultrathin large-area flat-panel displays. The emitter ma-
terial usually contains ordered patterns of electron emitters
on its surface. Various quasi-one-dimensional carbon-based
nanostructures, such as carbon nanofibers, nanopyramidal
structures, multiwalled carbon nanotubes, and several others,
are promising for microemitter applications owing to their
outstanding size-dependent electronic properties, geometric
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field-enhancing factors such as high geometric aspect ratio,
and excellent conductivity,2–7 and have recently been com-
monly recognized as an important alternative to conventional
electronic materials.8–13

Plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor deposition �PECVD�
is one the most efficient and precise tools of fabrication of
the ordered arrays of carbon-based microemitters.14–23 Most
recently, the possibility of plasma-aided nanofabrication of
large-area ordered patterns of single-crystalline carbon nan-
otips �high-aspect-ratio nanosized conical structures� with
excellent field-emitting properties �high emission currents at
low turn-on voltages� has been reported.24 However, rela-
tively low emission currents, poor coherence in the emission
pattern, and difficulties in integration into very-large-scale-
integrated silicon-based microdevices25 impede the overall
progress in the carbon nanostructure- �CNS� based nanode-
vice fabrication and remain a major challenge for the R&D
efforts in the coming years. Relevant problems can arizes,
e.g., due to imperfections in the structure, sizes, orientations,
alignment, and ordering of the CNS patterns, and become
critical for upscaling the nanostructured patterns to larger
surface areas. It is thus imperative to be able to control the
plasma-aided nanofarication process to ensure that the device
quality of the individual nanostructures and their ordered ar-
rays is met.26

A possible solution can be devised by noting that the
27–29
process proceeds via the “top-down” nanoassembly
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powered by the reactive plasma ions driven towards the
nanostructured deposition surface by a dc electric field sus-
tained in the near-substrate plasma sheath. Specifically, re-
cent results of the ab initio local-density approximation-
based density-functional theory computations of the
equilibrium chemical structure of the single-crystalline car-
bon nanotip microemitters reveal a crucial role of CH3

+ cat-
ionic building units �BUs� that build up an equilibrium car-
bon network peripherally terminated by hydrogen atoms.30

To this end, controllable and uniform over large areas pre-
cipitation of cationic BUs is widely believed to be an effi-
cient strategy for success. This requirement is common in
most of the plasma-assisted materials synthesis and surface
modification technologies.31,32

However, nanoscale fabrication imposes one more es-
sential requirement on the ability to control the distribution
of cation fluxes in the immediate vicinity �typically at dis-
tances �100 nm� of the nanotip surfaces required to main-
tain a high degree of three-dimensional positional uniformity
of the growth pattern. Therefore, modeling microscopic
deposition fluxes of cationic BUs on the nanotip surfaces is a
critical issue in the development of control strategies of rel-
evant nanofabrication processes and is the main aim of this
work.

It has previously been reported that the vertically aligned
nanotips feature a base radius varying from 10 to 100 nm,
and height in the range of 100–400 nm.33–35 Furthermore,
the field-emission characteristics strongly depend on the
CNS geometrical parameters.34 Specifically, the rarefied nan-
otip patterns consisting of larger individual nanostructures
grown at higher substrate temperature show the highest
emissive current. Noteworthy, the ion deposition from the
low-pressure chemically active plasmas of Ar+H2

+CH4/C2H2 gas mixtures is a very efficient technique of the
plasma-aided fabrication of carbon nanotip microemitter
arrays.15,16,19,20,24,33–35 This method allows one to control the
key deposition parameters, such as the ion energy and flux
composition, as well as the deposition substrate temperature
Ts, with the possibility to control Ts by the fluxes of charged
and neutral species from the plasma bulk. In this technique,
the ions are accelerated in the sheath area separating the
plasma bulk and the substrate surface.31,32,36 It is notable that
under prevailing deposition conditions,33–35 the fluxes of
CxHy

+ cation radicals at the plasma sheath boundary can ex-
ceed the fluxes of neutral radicals.33 However, despite a re-
markable progress in the synthesis and growth optimization
of the CNSs in hydrocarbon-based plasmas, the existing nu-
merical efforts are mostly limited to modeling of the plasma
species composition and other discharge parameters.33,37–39

In this article, the microscopic topology of the ion cur-
rent distribution in the vicinity of the ordered patterns of
carbon nanotip structures is studied. In this case, the ion
energy is controlled by the �negative with respect to the
plasma bulk� substrate bias, which usually varies from sev-
eral tens of volts �for self-biased substrates� to 150–200 V
�Ref. 33� �and in some cases of externally unheated sub-
strates to 300–400 V �Ref. 35�� when an external dc sub-
strate bias is used. Thus, the energetic cation fluxes effi-

ciently heat and activate the catalyzed substrate surface,
eventually giving rise to the growth of aligned and ordered
nanostructures. Here, we present the results of the Monte
Carlo �MC� numerical simulation of the ion current distribu-
tion in the ordered carbon nanotip structures and demonstrate
that the microscopic ion flux distribution over the nanotip
surfaces can be efficiently controlled by the dc substrate bias,
ion density, and electron temperature.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a model for
numerical simulation of the ion current-density distribution
in ordered carbon nanotip patterns is presented. In Sec. III
the numerical simulation technique and initial and boundary
conditions are described. The numerical results are presented
in Sec. IV. Section V is devoted to the interpretation and
implications of the simulation results. The paper concludes
with a summary of the results obtained and a brief outlook
for future research.

II. FORMULATION AND MODEL

Consider a system consisting of a biased substrate and
the plasma bulk, wherein the ion flux is extracted and depos-
ited on the substrate surface �Fig. 1�. We emphasize that the
details of the plasma generation are not essential in the case
considered; apart from the low-pressure rf plasmas of Ar
+H2+CH4/C2H2 gas mixtures mentioned above, the plasma
can be produced by any conventional plasma sources such as
cathodic vacuum arcs,36,40 dc,41 capacitive rf discharges,42

and microwave43 discharges. For simplicity, only a single
cationic species CH3

+ �assumed the main BU of the nano-
structures in question� is considered in computations. A thin
sheath separates the substrate and the plasma bulk as shown
in Fig. 1. As the potential drop in the presheath area is rather
small �e.g., in the plasma facility44 used for the PECVD of
CNSs �Refs. 33–35� it is �Te /2�1–2.5 eV, where Te is the
electron temperature�, only the actual potential difference
across the plasma sheath is taken into consideration here.
Furthermore, the ions are assumed to enter the sheath at z
=�s with the Bohm velocity VB= �Te /mi�1/2, where mi is the
ion mass, and �s is the sheath thickness, and accelerated in
the sheath to the energy equal to the cross-sheath potential
drop Us.

When the cross-sheath potential drop is relatively high
32

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the simulation geometry in the process
of PECVD of ordered carbon nanotip patterns.
�Te�Us�, one has an estimate for the sheath thickness
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�s =
�2

3
�D�2Us

Te
�3/4

, �1�

where �D is the electron Debye length. On the other hand,
when the external bias is low or the substrate is floating
�Te�Us�, it is quite accurate to assume that the sheath is of
the order of a few Debye lengths

�s = �s�D = �s��0Te

enp
�1/2

, �2�

where �0 is a dielectric constant, np is the plasma density
�which in the single-ion-species approximation is either the
electron ne or ion ni number density�, and �s is a constant,
typically in the range between 1 and 5.32

The microscopic topography of the ion current has been
simulated for the nanotip pattern shown in Fig. 2. It has been
assumed that the deposition surface is covered with an or-
dered array of nanotips with the radius R varying from
20 to 70 nm �mean radius Rm is equal to 44 nm�, height h
=300 nm, and mean spacing �distance between adjacent
nanostructures� Sm=100 nm representative to PECVD of car-
bon nanotip structures.24,33–35 The distribution of the nanotip
radii in the simulation is shown in Fig. 3. We have further
assumed that the entire simulated surface, including surfaces
of CNSs, is conductive, which is relevant to the PECVD of

FIG. 2. �Color online� Ordered pattern of carbon nanotip structures used in
numerical simulations.

FIG. 3. Distribution of radii of carbon nanotips in the simulation pattern of

Fig. 2.
carbon nanotips on nickel-catalyzed highly doped Si�100�
substrates in the experiments of our interest here.

In this case, the electric field is strongly nonuniform in
the vicinity of the CNS tips, and the ion motion is deter-
mined by the effective electric field E of the entire nanotip
pattern of Fig. 2. The ion motion in the field E can be de-
scribed by the following equations of motion:

r�t� = r0 + 	
t0

t 
v0 + 	
�0

0 E�r,��
mi

dr�d� , �3�

where r�t� is the ion position vector, r0 is the initial position
vector for an ion located at the sheath border z=�s, t0 is the
initial time moment of ion motion, and v0=VB is the ion
velocity at the sheath edge. Equation �3� can be used for
explicit integration of the ion trajectories, provided that the
electric-field distribution in the proximity of the nanopat-
terned substrate is known. The surface charges on the nan-
otips have been calculated by approximating the nanotip sur-
face as a hollow cylinder capped with a semisphere and
using conventional electrodynamics for electrostatic poten-
tials of the above structures.45 The effective electric field
acting on an ion located at the space point r has been com-
puted by integrating the surface charge of all nanotips in the
pattern:

E�r� = �
i=1

n 	
Si

�idSir

4	�0r3 + ES, �4�

where �i is the surface density of electric charge on the nan-
otip surfaces, Si is the surface area of the ith nanotip, and
ES=−�
 is the electric field in the plasma sheath area, cor-
responding to the quasi-one-dimensional parabolic potential
profile32


�z� = Us�z/�s�4/3, �5�

between the biased substrate and the plasma bulk. Since h
��s, the ion motion in the plasma sheath is described by Eq.
�5�, whereas Eq. �4� is used to simulate the ion motion in the
vicinity of the nanopattern in Fig. 2.

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND NUMERICAL
METHOD

The ion motion towards the nanopatterned substrate has
been simulated in the simulation space bounded by the
curved surface of the nanopattern in Fig. 2 and the plane
z=�s in Fig. 1. In the x and y directions �the substrate surface
plane�, the simulation space was bounded by the rectangular
substrate area of 2.5�2.5 �m−3 comprising 100 individual
nanotips. The simulation set of the plasma and nano-
structure parameters, representative to the low-frequency
��460 kHz� inductively coupled plasma source44 and the
PECVD of CNSs,33–35 is summarized in Table I.

The ion motion has been simulated by using the follow-
ing routine. First, the sheath thickness �s was calculated by
using Eqs. �1� or �2�, depending on the electron thermal en-
ergy and cross-sheath potential assumed. Meanwhile, the sur-
face charge for each nanotip in the ensemble, as well as the

potential distribution in the sheath were computed from Eqs.
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�4� and �5�. The obtained values were further used in the
Monte Carlo simulation of the ion current distribution. Sec-
ond, the ion flux distribution was computed by the MC simu-
lation of each separate ion trajectory. An initial position of all
the ions was set randomly in the z=�s parallel to the sub-
strate �i.e., at the interface between the plasma bulk and the
sheath area�. Thereafter, the ion motion was simulated over a
number of temporal steps and stopped when the ion collided
with any of the surfaces �substrate or nanotip� in the nano-
pattern of Fig. 2. Since the ions were traced separately one
after another, a mutual influence of the ion charges was ac-
counted indirectly, by using the relation for potential distri-
bution �5� valid for the nonzero space-charge conditions.
Thus, the results obtained are applicable to large enough ion
current densities that cannot be neglected.46 The coordinates
x, y, and z of the ion collisions with the nanopattern were
input, together with the unique ion number i, into a database.
For the next simulation step, an ion was introduced randomly
on the sheath boundary. The total number of ions Ni used in
the simulations was 3�105 for each set of the parameters
�plasma density, substrate bias, etc.�. We recall that the ion
energy at the sheath edge was assumed EimiVB

2 /2.
Thus, as a result of the simulation, the database with the

coordinates of the ion collisions with the substrate and nan-
otip surfaces was created. Subsequent data processing al-
lowed us to compute the ion current distributions over lateral
surfaces of individual nanotips of different radii and other
important characteristics of the ion-nanotip interaction such
as the mean height of deposition and mean ion displacement.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we consider the effect of the plasma
sheath width and other process parameters on the ion flux

TABLE I. Parameters and representative values in c

Parameter

Carbon nanotip radius
Mean radius of nanotips
Nanotip height
Spacing between nanotips
Mean spacing between nanotips
Number of nanotips
Substrate dimensions
Cross-sheath potential drop
Mass of ionic building units
Electron temperature
Plasma density
Number of ions in simulation
Relative enhancement of ion current density
Debye length
Sheath constant
Ion energy at the sheath edge
Distance between equidistant planes
used for quantifying ion current distribution
along lateral surfaces of nanotips
Magnitude of electric field
Ion velocity at the sheath edge
distribution over the nanostructured pattern of Fig. 2. The
narrow sheath case considered in Sec. IV A corresponds to
the conditions of Eq. �2�, whereas the wide sheath case of
Sec. IV B to Eq. �1�.

A. Narrow sheath

The narrow sheath case has been simulated by using
Us=20 V for the cross-sheath potential drop. We recall that
such conditions correspond to floating or weakly biased sub-
strates. A typical ion current distribution onto the substrate
surface is shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, one can notice that
the ion current is strongly focused by the nanotips �ion cur-
rent spikes correspond to the nanotip positions�. Indeed, the
electric field is nonuniform in the vicinity of sharp tips and
deflects the ions from straight trajectories causing their non-
uniform precipitation to the nanotip lateral surfaces in the
areas closer to their upper ends. We note that in the simula-
tion, each ion from the ensemble was traced over an indi-

tations.

Notation Value

R 20–70 nm
Rm 44 nm
h 300 nm
S 50–150 nm

Sm 100 nm
NCNT 100
ls� ls 2.5�2.5 �m

Us −20, −50 V
mi 15 amu
Te 1.0–12.0 eV
np 1017–5�1018 m−3

Ni 3�105

�i 1–5
�D 8�10−4−2�10−2 cm
�s 1–5
�i 1.0–12.0 eV
dlat

− 6 nm

E 107 V/m
VB 2.5–4�103 m/s

FIG. 4. �Color online� Representative three-dimensional topography of ion
current distribution over the nanostructured surface for Us=20 V, np

17 −3
ompu
=5�10 m , and Te=2 eV.
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vidual trajectory with a randomly chosen starting point. This
can be regarded as one of the reasons of the stochasticlike
pattern of the ion current distribution in Fig. 4.

As we have mentioned above, the z coordinates of the
points of the ion collisions with the nanotips were also re-
corded in the process of simulation and subsequently used to
study the ion current-density distribution along the nanotip
lateral surfaces. To quantify this effect, the surface of each
nanotip was split into 50 areas by equidistant parallel planes
z=kdlat, where dlat=6 nm, and k=1.49 is an integer. Accord-
ingly, all the ions deposited on the nanotip lateral surfaces
�excluding the ions precipitated to the substrate surface free
of nanotips� were divided into 50 groups, according to their
specific area of collision with the nanotip.

The histograms in Fig. 5 suggest that the distribution of
the ion current density over the nanotip lateral surfaces de-
pends on the plasma density. From Fig. 5�a�, one can notice
that when the plasma density is higher, the ion current to the
nanotip lateral surface is distributed fairly uniformly. In this
case the ion flux is somewhat higher in the surface areas
close to the nanotip base. In less dense plasmas, the ion flux
distribution becomes less uniform as can be seen in Fig. 5�b�.
Likewise, the position of the maximum of the ion flux still
remains closer to the substrate surface. On the other hand,
when np is reduced by one order of magnitude, two poorly
resolved peaks located closer to the ends of the nanostruc-
tures can be observed �Fig. 5�c��.

Figure 6 displays the dependence of the relative ion cur-
rent density to the nanotips �i.e., the ratio of the densities of
the ion current to the nanotips and the mean ion current to
the entire simulation area in the x-y plane� on the nanotip
radius R, with the plasma density as a parameter. The graphs
in Fig. 6 have been plotted by using the following routine.
First, the relative ion current density was calculated for each
individual nanotip by dividing the density of the total current
to the nanotip by the density of the total current to the sub-
strate. Then, all points were plotted as a function of the nan-
otip radius. Thus, multiple points in Fig. 6 for the same nan-
otip radius reflect the position-dependent dispersion of the
ion current density to the nanotips of the same radius. One
can see that the ion current focusing is much stronger in the
higher-density plasma �Fig. 6�a��. Furthermore, the nanotips
of a smaller radius focus the ion current more efficiently. For
instance, the relative ion current density onto the nanotips
with R�20 nm in six to eight times exceeds the mean cur-
rent density. However, the ion current density onto larger
nanotips �R�60 nm� is almost twice the mean value. In the

FIG. 5. Distribution of relative ion current density along the nanotip latera
Us=20 V. Diagrams �a�–�c� correspond to the following values of the plasm
lower-density plasma, the current focusing is less pro-
nounced and reaches 3 and 1.5 for the nanotips with R�20
and 60 nm, respectively. Besides, one can note that the rela-
tive dispersion of the ion current density is small in dense
plasmas �up to 15% of the ion current density�, increases
when np is reduced, and reaches 50% for R=30% and 80%
for R=40 nm. It is notable that in both high- and low-density
cases, the relative dispersion decreases with the nanotip ra-
dius approaching its maximum value at R�65 nm.

The dependence of the mean relative current density to
the nanotips on the plasma density and electron temperature
is shown in Fig. 7. When the plasma density increases, the
relative ion current density increases steadily and reaches 1.3
and 2.3 in the low- and high-density cases, respectively �Fig.
7�a��. The curve plotted for lower Te shows a higher ion
current density. As can be seen from Fig. 7�b�, the relative

ace as a function of distance from the substrate surface z for Te=2 eV and
nsity 1.7�1018, 8.6�1017, and 1.23�1017 m−3, respectively.

FIG. 6. Relative ion current density on CNTs vs nanotip radius for Us
18 −3 17 −3
l surf
a de
=20 V and np=1.7�10 m �a� and 1.23�10 m �b�.
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current density decreases steeply in the range of 0.5–5 eV,
and then decreases smoothly in the subsequent electron tem-
perature range �5 eVTe12 eV� leveling off at Te

�12 eV. One can also notice from Fig. 7�b� that higher cur-
rent densities can be obtained at elevated plasma densities.

B. Wide sheath

To simulate the ion current fluxes in the wide sheath
case, we have used a larger potential difference across the
sheath Us=50 V. This case usually requires external biasing
of the deposition substrate. Figure 8 shows a representative
ion current distribution on the nanostructured surface. A
striking observation is that contrary to the narrow sheath
case, the ion current focusing is noticeably less efficient.
From Fig. 8, one can further notice that the ion current spikes
at the nanotip positions become smaller and less resolved
compared to the results of Fig. 4. The three-dimensional to-
pography of the ion current is quite stochastic and features
numerous fluctuations in the internanotip gap areas.

The histograms in Fig. 9 show that the distribution of the
ion current density along the nanotip lateral surface strongly
depends on the plasma density. It is seen that when the

FIG. 7. Relative ion current density to the nanotips as a function of the
plasma density �a� and electron temperature �b� for Us=20 V.
plasma density is higher �Fig. 9�a��, the maximum of the
microscopic ion current is located approximately 180 nm
above the substrate surface, being closer to the top of the
nanostructure. However, the current density is much smaller
in the upper part of the nanotip structures and diminishes
near the tip. On the other hand, Js is almost a quarter of the
maximum value near the nanotip base.

In lower-density plasmas, the maximum of the ion den-
sity shifts towards the substrate surface, still remaining well
shaped. In this case the ion current density to the nanotip
base increases, as suggested by Fig. 9�b�. Indeed, if np

=3.8�1017 m−3, the maximum of the ion current density is
located in the immediate proximity to the substrate surface
�Fig. 9�c��. Furthermore, the ion flux to more distant from the
substrate areas becomes almost negligible.

Figure 10 shows the relative ion current density to the
nanotips as a function of the tip radius at different values of
the plasma density. It is seen that the ion current focusing by
the nanotips is generally similar to but less efficient than in
the low-Us case shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 10�a�, one can
infer that the ion flux focusing is more efficient in denser
plasmas and for smaller nanotip structures. Specifically, the
relative ion current density to the nanotips with R�20 nm is
�2–2.1 times larger than the mean relative ion current den-
sity Js

m=1. On the other hand, the ion current densities onto
larger nanotips from the ensemble approach Js

m. When the
plasma is less dense, the effective current enhancement
reaches 1.5 for smaller tips, whereas Js�Js

m for the larger
ones. The dispersion of the ion current density is large
enough for both dense and rarefied plasmas and reaches up to
35% and 50%, respectively. Both cases also feature a consis-
tent decrease of the relative dispersion with the nanotip ra-
dius.

The relative current density to the nanotips versus the
plasma density and electron temperature is shown in Fig. 11.
The dependence of Js on the plasma density is similar to that
shown in Fig. 7. In particular, the relative current density
increases from 1 for at lower plasma density to 1.2 for higher
np �Fig. 11�a��. The curve corresponding to the higher elec-
tron temperature shows a higher current density, which is
opposite to the narrow sheath case of Sec. IV A. This is
consistent with the results in Fig. 11�b� showing a remark-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Same as in Fig. 4 for Us=50 V, np=5�1017 m−3,
and Te=2 eV.
able increase of Js with increasing Te, which is a different
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tendency as compared with Fig. 7�b�. The rates of increase of
the ion current density appear to be different at lower and
higher electron temperatures, as can clearly be seen in Fig.
11�b�. Meanwhile, the curve corresponding to the higher
plasma density shows higher Js.

V. DISCUSSION

We now attempt to interpret the results reported in Sec.
IV and discuss their implications for the development of con-
trol strategies of the PECVD of ordered arrays of carbon
nanotip microemitters. We will also pinpoint several impor-
tant considerations for further improvement of the model.

One of the key assumptions of the model adopted here is
that the nanotip pattern is conducting and there is no electric
charge accumulated on the surface. This assumption is appli-
cable to the case of conducting crystalline nanostructures

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 5 for Te=2 eV, Us=50 V, and np

FIG. 10. Same as in Fig. 6 for Us=50 V and np=2.4�1018 m−3 �a� and
17 −3
2.0�10 m �b�.
synthesized through the “ base growth” nanoassembly on
Ni/Fe/Co-catalyzed highly doped silicon substrates. It is
worth emphasizing that in other situations the presence of
electric charges on the surface can significantly affect the
microscopic ion flux distribution over the nanostructured sur-
faces. For example, ceramic growth islands on the surface
can acquire a large positive charge, which can in turn cause
quite irregular three-dimensional topographies of the ion flux
onto the growth surface.46 Interestingly, the distribution of
the ion current density onto carbon nanotip structures also
shows some signs of irregularity, which is, however, much
less pronounced than in the process of growth of dielectric
films. Physically, this is attributed to an excellent conductiv-
ity of the single-crystalline nanotip structures and a substan-

�1018 m−3 �a�, 1.0�1018 m−3 �b�, and 3.8�1017 m−3 �c�.
FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 7 for Us=50 V.
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tial electric-field enhancement in the proximity of the sharp
ends of the CNSs, which strongly affect the ion motion and
precipitation.

Another important assumption has been a neglect of ion
collisions with other plasma species in the plasma sheath. In
this case, nanosized carbon nanotip structures act as the only
targets for ion collisions accounted for in the model. This
assumption is justified when the rates of ion-neutral, ion-
electron, and ion-ion collisions in the plasma sheath are
much less than the rate of ion collisions with the surfaces of
the nanopattern of Fig. 2. Therefore, the technique adopted
here combines the features of the multiple noninteracting
single-particle simulation within the plasma sheath and simu-
lation of ion-nanotip collisions at smaller distances, and thus
retains a notion of collisional processes commonly attributed
to Monte Carlo simulation techniques.47

Our results suggest that the irregular electrical field cre-
ated by the ordered nanotip pattern in most cases affects the
distribution of the ion flux onto the substrate and nanotip
surfaces. Apparently, the presence of the nanotips on the sub-
strate surface results in a remarkable redistribution of the ion
current giving rise to nonuniform and selective ion precipi-
tation. The resulting three-dimensional nonuniform ion depo-
sition patterns �representative examples shown in Figs. 4 and
8� will inevitably affect any further nanostructure growth.

Even though both lower-Us �Sec. IV A� and higher-Us

�Sec. IV B� conditions create nonuniformities in the ion cur-
rent profiles, there are remarkable differences between the
two cases. In particular, comparing the distributions of the
relative ion current density along the nanotip lateral surfaces
�Figs. 5 and 9�, one can clearly see that in the wide sheath
case the distribution is strongly nonuniform, in a remarkable
contrast to the small sheath case featuring fairly uniform ion
flux deposition. Physically, the nanotip growth critically de-
pends on the location of the maximum of the ion current on
the lateral nanotip surface. The displacement of the current
maximum at higher plasma densities suggests that the actual
shape and growth kinetics of the nanostructures are strongly
affected by the value of np. In dense plasmas, one could
expect a preferential growth of the nanotip base and hence,
the formation of wider and shorter nanoassemblies. On the
other hand, the low-density plasma conditions favor the de-
velopment of the nanotips with a larger aspect ratio. It is
notable that the narrow sheath case shows a fairly uniform
and regular distribution of the ion current over the entire
simulation area. It should be expected that the nanotips
grown under such conditions would not change their shape
significantly in the growth process. This conclusion is con-
sistent with the experimental results on the CNS growth
shown in Fig. 12 and earlier studies of the CNS growth
kinetics.34

This clear difference in the ion current distribution can
be explained by invoking the following arguments. Under
the wide sheath conditions �Sec. IV B�, when the current is
distributed nonuniformly along the lateral nanotip surface,
the ion approaches the sharp end of the “host” nanotip
�where the electric field is strongly nonuniform� with a rela-
tively high velocity. Thus, Js is less affected by the weak

electric fields created by the neighboring nanotips, and the
ion motion is mainly controlled by the electric field of the
host nanotip. As a result, the ions precipitate locally on the
surfaces of their host nanostructures, which results in some-
what diffuse but nevertheless pronounced maxima in the ion
current distribution.

When the plasma sheath is narrow �Sec. IV A�, the ion
approaches the nanotip pattern with a smaller velocity. In this
case, weak electric fields created by the neighboring nanotips
distort the trajectory appreciably, which dithers the ion flux
and causes fairly uniform ion current distributions. The de-
pendence of the relative ion current density on the nanotip
radius �Figs. 6 and 10� suggest the possibility to control the
distribution of nanotip radii �with the initial nanotip radii
distribution function �NRDF� shown in Fig. 3� in the process
of nanofabrication of the ordered microemitter pattern �Fig.
2�. Evidently, preferential ion deposition on small nanotips

FIG. 12. Representative high-resolution scanning electron micrographs of
ordered patterns of carbon nanostructures for electron microemitter applica-
tions in flat display technology �courtesy of Z. L. Tsakadze, J. D. Long, K.
Ostrikov, and S. Xu�. Vertical and horizontal dimensions of single-
crystalline carbon nanotips �top figure, h=250–350 nm, R=30–60 nm �at
z=h /2�� and carbon nanopyramidal structures �bottom figure, h
=350–500 nm, R=70–120 nm �at z=0�� appear to be remarkably uniform
over large deposition areas ��10 cm2�, which is consistent with the results
of Sec. III. Recent reports on electron field-emission currents �see Ref. 34�
suggest an outstanding potential of the ordered single-crystalline nanotip
and nanopyramidal structures for the development of microemitter display
panels.
can enhance their growth and, hence, contribute to the
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smoothening of the NRDF. This effect is strongly pro-
nounced for both low-Us and high-Us conditions.

Therefore, PECVD of CNSs in higher-density plasmas is
advantageous for the assembly of microemitter arrays with
highly uniform size distribution �e.g., NRDF� of individual
nanostructures. Remarkably, in the experiments on the CNS
synthesis in low-temperature rf plasmas of Ar+H2+CH4

mixtures the combined ion number densities exceeded
�1018 m−3.33–35 As has been discussed above, the most
likely causes of the NRDF reshaping during the growth pro-
cess is the more efficient focusing of the electric field and
thus ion attraction by smaller nanotips. At higher plasma
densities, this effect becomes stronger due to the smaller
sheath thickness. One can thus expect a higher degree of the
NRDF equalization under denser plasma conditions.

The dependence of the mean relative ion current density
onto the nanotips on the plasma density �Figs. 7�a� and 11�a��
reveals the possibility to control the nanotip density on the
substrate. Indeed, the concentration of the adsorbed atoms on
the substrate surface determines the rate of the island
nucleation.48 Let us consider what it means in terms of CNS
growth kinetics and assume that during the first growth stage
a certain nanotip pattern �with the areas covered and free of
nanotips� has been formed. When the ion current density
onto the nanotips is high, one can expect that the nucleation
rate of adatoms on the nanotip-free surface areas will be
somewhat reduced promoting preferential growth of the al-
ready existing nanostructures. Furthermore, the surface areas
between the nanotips should feature a smaller amount of ir-
regular growth islands and thus a smoother surface morphol-
ogy.

On the other hand, when the relative ion current density
to the nanotips is close to Js

m, one can expect a higher density
of the adsorbed atoms in the nanotip-free areas, and hence,
more efficient nucleation and growth island development.
The resulting pattern will thus feature quite different surface
morphologies, with somewhat shorter nanotip structures and
a number of unwelcome buildups in the internanotip areas. If
the areas uncovered by the nanotips contain catalyst residues
�this can happen when the Ni/Fe/Co catalyst layer fragmen-
tation during the surface activation stage is incomplete34�,
the CNSs can also start growing in the internanotip surface
areas and eventually interfere with the ordered nanotip pat-
tern. Furthermore, this can result in an uncontrollable growth
of the nanotips with a large difference in height over the
pattern.

The dependence of the mean relative ion current density
onto the nanotips on the electron temperature �Figs. 7�b� and
11�b�� appears to be very different for low-Us and high-Us

conditions. When Us=20 V, the relative current density de-
creases with the electron temperature, whereas the inverse
dependence is observed when the cross-sheath potential drop
is 50 V. This phenomenon can be explained by noting that
the dependence of the sheath thickness on Te is quite differ-
ent under the narrow- and wide-sheath conditions. Indeed,
comparing Eqs. �1� and �2�, one can notice that �s�Te

−1/4 in
the high-Us case and �s�Te

1/2 otherwise. Thus, different scal-
ings of the sheath thickness with the electron temperature

result in a quite different behavior of the relative ion current
density onto the nanotips. The electron temperature can thus
be regarded as another useful control knob of the growth
kinetics of the ordered carbon nanotip structures. From Figs.
7�b� and 11�b�, one can see that the strongest dependence of
the relative current density to the nanotips on Te is in the
range below 2–3 eV, which is a typical electron temperature
in the CNS synthesis experiments of our interest here.33–35

The effect of nonuniform ion fluxes on the adatom sur-
face diffusion and incorporation into the nanotip structures
being grown has been sidestepped here. Thus, the growth
mechanism of the carbon nanotips cannot be explained
merely based on the results presented here. Elaboration of
the details of the nanotip growth kinetics will be a subject of
our future research efforts. Nonetheless, the results of this
work enable us to presume that the nanosized grain growth49

and eventually the CNS pattern are strongly affected by the
nonuniform ion fluxes, which can lead to a notable rear-
rangement of the growth patterns and the resulting nanoscale
surface morphology.50

To conclude this section, we emphasize that despite a
close relevance of this work to the specific plasma-aided
nanofabrication process employing hydrocarbon-based reac-
tive plasmas and specific building units �being CH3

+ here�,
the results of this work are quite generic and the main con-
clusions can be applied to a broader range of ordered nanotip
structures. Our model can straightforwardly be extended into
different plasma chemistries, complex plasmas,51 deposition
of multiple cationic species, denser ion fluxes and account
for ion collisions within the plasma sheath, and broader
ranges of substrate bias and other process control parameters
to fit the demands of various reactive plasma-assisted nano-
fabrication processes.

VI. CONCLUSION

Three-dimensional topography of the microscopic ion
current onto the ordered array of vertically aligned carbon
nanotips has been studied by the Monte Carlo simulation in
two different cases of lower and higher electrostatic potential
drops across the plasma sheath. When the substrate is unbi-
ased or floating �which corresponds to the low-Us case�, the
nanotip array focuses the ion flux more efficiently than in the
higher-Us case �dc-biased substrate�. In both cases, the rela-
tive current density onto the nanotips depends strongly on
the plasma density and electron temperature. The nanotip
aspect ratio appears to be another important factor, since the
ion flux focusing by smaller-radius nanotips appears to be
more efficient. Likewise, the distribution of the ion current
along the nanotip lateral surface is strongly nonuniform and
can be controlled by the plasma density. Our results suggest
that the plasma parameters and substrate bias are the impor-
tant factors that enable one to efficiently manipulate the mi-
croscopic ion fluxes onto the substrate and nanotip surfaces,
eventually leading to the possibility of the efficient carbon
nanotip growth control. Finally, the main challenge for future
work is to translate the knowledge obtained into industrially
viable process control strategies for nanomanufacturing of
uniform and vertically aligned patterns of single-crystalline

carbon microemitters.
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